Guided reflection as a tool to deal with the theory–practice gap in critical care nursing students
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Introduction

Despite widespread agreement that the theory–practice gap is a reality in nursing education, Gallagher (2004:267) is of the opinion that the term is so embedded in educational nurse literature that it is very often used mindlessly and as a ‘thought stopper’. Rafferty, Alcock and Lathlean (1996:689), however, conclude that the debate surrounding the theory–practice gap is not only inevitable and healthy but also necessary for change in education. The theory–practice gap has been studied widely in nursing in an attempt to integrate theory with practice (Baxter 2007:104; Maben, Latter & Macleod Clark 2006:473).

Although the literature describes the influence of factors such as role models, the sequence in which theory and practice are organised, the learning environment and teaching and learning...
strategies, inadequate theory and practice integration still occurs; this results in the theory–practice gap. Mabuda, Potgieter and Alberts (2008:23) confirm the theory–practice gap as being a hindrance in student nurses’ learning process. Inadequate theory–practice integration is reflected in areas such as medication errors and incompetent nursing care and nursing-care decisions (Gregory, Guse, Davidson, Davis & Russell 2009; Jones & Treiber 2010:240).

The integration of theory and practice is, however, a multifactorial problem of which role models and the curriculum are only two factors impacting on it (Landers 2000:1554). Role models, such as the professional nurse as practitioner, clinical facilitator, nurse educator, mentor and preceptor, may either support or impede the learning and practice of student nurses (Clark & Holmes 2007:1211; Maben et al. 2006:475; Sedgwick & Yonge 2008:624).

The curriculum is concerned with how, when, and where the application of theory is implemented in practice (Morgan 2006:160). A well-designed curriculum that includes theory and practice prepares student nurses to become competent practitioners (Lerners & Piccone 2006:505). Student nurses are socialised by both learning and practice environments, which subsequently influences their theory–practice integration. This is explained as the influence of the ‘hidden curriculum’ – the unintended learning that shapes students’ attitudes, values, beliefs and associated behaviour (Jones, Hanson & Longacre 2004:265). Because of the formal and the hidden curricula, student nurses learn intentionally and unintentionally. These learning experiences may influence their practice favourably or unfavourably.

In addition, specific teaching and learning strategies are suggested to promote the integration of theory and practice. The strategies include evidence-based practice, computer-based support, case studies and reflective practice (Billings & Kowalski 2006:248; Botha 2006:324; Gallagher 2004:266; Malesela 2009). Reflective practice has not been used as a strategy in the learning environment where the researcher was involved in the training of critical care nurses.

Problem statement

The researcher observed this theory–practice gap as clinical facilitator of critical care nursing students; for example, the critical care nursing students were taught the concept of cardiac output, but when asked to relate this concept to the patient being cared for, they were unable to apply it. Clinical manifestations of the patient indicating a low cardiac output could not be recognised. This may have serious consequences as it implies that these critical care nursing students’ interventions or decisions might be informed by trial and error and not sound scientific principles, and this may result in inappropriate nursing interventions with possible negative consequences for the patient.

This article aims to describe the use of guided reflection as a teaching and learning strategy to deal with the theoretical and practical experiences of critical care nursing students. The rationale for using guided reflection was that, although described in the research literature, it was not being used in the clinical teaching environment in which the researcher worked.

Research question and objectives

The question informing this research was: how would guided reflection influence second-year critical care nursing students’ experience of theory–practice integration in a private hospital in Gauteng?

The objectives of this study were to:

- facilitate guided reflection in critical care nursing students
- describe the experiences of critical care nursing students when guided reflection was applied to theory–practice integration.

Guided reflection

The concept of learning from reflecting on practical experiences was pioneered by Dewey in 1933 (Foster & Greenwood 1998:166). Reflective practice could be described as a deliberate cognitive and affective exploration of experiences with the purpose to learn from experiences (Chapman, Dempsey & Warren-Forward 2009:167). Different methods can be used to reflect, for example, reflective diaries or journals, reflective group discussions and guided reflection. Guided reflection is a form of reflection which occurs between facilitators and practitioners or students in a structured way. In this research, guided reflection was used as a method to facilitate theoretical and practical experiences of critical care nursing students. The reason for guiding the reflective process is that it is difficult for novices, in this case critical care nursing students to reflect on their learning experiences without guidance (Duffy 2008:335).

Before commencing the process of reflection, awareness of certain prerequisites and barriers are needed. An attitude of openness, flexibility and a sincere intent to reflect is essential. The person with whom the reflection is shared should be trustworthy and approachable. The barriers in the process of reflection are time constraints, possible anxieties the student may experience due to painful previous encounters and possible ethical issues that might be revealed (Duffy 2009:170). In this study, the researcher facilitated guided reflection-on-action, meaning that the reflection took place retrospectively, on one nursing care incident chosen by each of the participants. As suggested by Foster and Greenwood (1998:169), the researcher needed to give up her position of authority as clinical facilitator during this process of reflection to ensure that meaningful reflection could occur. A non-threatening relationship was important.

Johns’ (1995:227) model for reflection was used as a basis to design an instrument for guided reflection. The patterns of knowing – aesthetics, personal ethics, empirics and reflexivity – served as the key concepts. Open-ended questions were asked to guide the reflective process.
Research significance
Through exploring and describing the theoretical and practical experiences of critical care nursing students using guided reflection, competencies such as critical thinking skills, self-empowerment, creativity, ownership of learning outcomes and dealing with ethical issues, were enhanced. An awareness of the influence of feelings during decisions regarding patient care became apparent. These competencies may influence optimal patient care.

Research design and method

Design
A qualitative, explorative, descriptive and contextual research approach was followed to capture the experiences of second-year critical care nursing students that participated in guided reflection. The purpose of exploratory research is to investigate a phenomenon about which little is known and to understand its dimensions (Schmidt & Brown 2009:149). The descriptive nature of this study was achieved by giving a detailed description of the phenomenon of guided reflection applied to the study context where the researcher attempted to address the theory–practice gap of critical care nursing students. As Gray (2009:35) suggests, such attention to detail creates a picture of what naturally occurred. Burns and Grove (2005:52) state that the context of where it occurs is important to understand the meaning of human experiences. The context was a critical care unit in a private hospital in Gauteng. Critical care nursing students worked in this unit to fulfil the practical requirements of their critical care nursing qualification.

Population and sampling
The target and accessible population for this study was second-year critical care nursing students who were employed by a private hospital in Gauteng, and who were registered for a critical care nursing course at a university. The reason for targeting this specific population was that, in terms of the structure of the course, critical care nursing specialisation was the focus in the second year. It therefore meant that the participants would be able to provide information detailing the typical experiences of critical care nursing students when implementing theory in practice. Only seven persons met the criteria and all of them were approached to form part of this study whilst adhering to ethical principles.

Research procedure and data collection
The steps in the research and data-collection process were as follows:
• The researcher acted as a facilitator to guide the reflection-on-action in terms of a critical incident. Each participant was required to select a critical incident that he or she considered to be complex, unusual and occurred whilst caring for a critically ill patient.
• A designed instrument for guided reflection served as a data-collection instrument and also assisted the researcher to guide the process of guided reflection as a semi-structured interview. The participants were individually guided to reflect on their unique theoretical and practical experiences related to the incident. The process occurred in a quiet environment where the participants could reflect without any distractions, and took an average of one hour per participant. The verbatim data were tape-recorded and transcribed at a later stage.
• Written narratives were composed by each participant directly after the guided reflection had been facilitated. The narratives contained data on how they experienced the facilitated guided reflection and how this experience might impact on their application of theory in practice in the future. Written narratives are commonly used in qualitative research and can be obtained either through diaries or written descriptions (Streubert Speziale & Carpenter 2007:25).
• The researcher also reflected by keeping personal and observational notes after the interviews on aspects such as non-verbal communicative elements, as well as on the reflective process as a whole. As Streubert Speziale and Carpenter (2007:43) suggest these could be regarded as field notes to be used as reference when the transcribed data and narratives were analysed.

Data analysis
The purpose of qualitative data-analysis is to create order, structure and meaning from a large amount of information (De Vos, Strydom, Fouché & Delport 2005:333). The verbatim transcripts of the guided reflective interviews and narrative descriptions were read and re-read to identify the underlying meaning of the information. During open-coding, data were grouped together into major themes, categories and subcategories. The data were set aside for a period of time and recoded to enhance trustworthiness. The main themes that emerged were (Table 1):
• description of incidents experienced
• critical analysis of knowledge
• critical analysis of feelings
• changed perspective experienced.

The categories and subcategories belonging to each theme are tabulated.
Axial coding followed as described by De Vos et al. (2005:341) as a process following open coding during which data is put back together in a new way illustrating connections between categories. This was done and data were arranged in a conceptual framework (Figure 1).

Ethical considerations
Ethical considerations that were taken into account included human rights, that is, the right to self-determination, privacy, anonymity, confidentiality and fair treatment. Approval to conduct the study was obtained from participants, hospital management and the Senate of the University of South Africa, which served as an ethics approval body at the stage that the study was conducted. Participation was voluntary and each participant signed an informed consent and could withdraw at any time during the study. The privacy, anonymity and
confidentiality of the participants were protected by not linking any names or the name of the institution to the collected data.

**Trustworthiness**

Measures to ensure trustworthiness were applied based on the model proposed by Lincoln and Guba (1985:290), and included credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability. Different strategies were applied to enhance the trustworthiness of this study as summarised in Table 2.

**Discussion of results**

The results are presented in terms of the four main themes (Table 1), namely description of incidents experience, critical analysis of knowledge, critical analysis of feelings, and changed perspective experienced.

**Theme 1: Description of incidents experienced**

In this theme the participants mainly described incidents they had experienced; for example, patient data, doctor action, nurse action, treatment, communication, experience...
and outcome. In the categories patient data, doctor action and nurse action, theory seemed to be integrated with practice; for example, in the category patient data and the subcategory critical assessment findings, a participant had the theoretical knowledge (theory) of the clinical manifestations of a patient that presented with decreased cardiac output which she then related to pulmonary embolism (practice) as a possible cause. The participant described it as follows: ‘He had a massive pulmonary embolus … his pulmonary arteries were totally occluded; in other words, at the end of the day this patient had no cardiac output.’

Regarding some of the other the categories, such as treatment, communication, experience and outcome, the experience was that theory was not integrated into practice. With reference to the category communication and the subcategory patient communication, an incident was described of how a pacemaker accidentally disconnected from a patient and subsequently resulted in a temporary loss of heart beat. Both the participant and the patient experienced the incident as terrifying. The participant stated: ‘It was nerve-racking!’ The participant stated that she was unable to communicate with the patient. The unit manager intervened and reassured the patient, as revealed by the following reported statement: ‘So she told him that it won’t happen again, that it can’t happen again, that he must try and relax.’ The unit manager correctly understood the non-verbal communication of the patient, realised that he was terrified, and therefore reassured him. The participant, however, was so traumatised by what had happened that she was unable to act appropriately – as she stated, ‘No, I got stupid’.

**Theme 2: Critical analysis of knowledge**

The critical analysis of knowledge is a theme emerging from this study and refers to a process whereby existing knowledge is analysed through a process where the participant challenges assumptions and images. This leads to discovering alternatives and, in this way, new knowledge is generated (Burton 2000:1012). Under this theme, the categories knowledge, doctor or nurse action, medication, theory–practice integration, outcome, experience, student reasoning and malfunctioning of equipment emerged (Table 1). The participants demonstrated the ability to analyse their actions and thoughts, which lead to the clarification of concerns relating to their experiences.

In some categories of this theme, namely knowledge, doctor or nurse action and medication, integration of theory and practice occurred. A participant motivated her interventions regarding medication administration as follows: ‘Om vir
die pasiënt kardiale uitwerpping gee, om ‘n bloeddruk te handhaaf sodat ons sy perfusie kan handhaaf’ [To give the patient cardiac output, to maintain a blood pressure so that we could maintain his perfusion]. Another participant stated: ‘Ek dink, nee ek dink ‘n mens kan nooit genoeg weet nie. Mens moet ten alle tye op datum bly met die nuwe medikasie’ [I think, no, I think one could never know enough. One should be up to date with new medication at all times]. Both participants were able to apply theory to practice. The latter revealed a self-awareness of a lack of knowledge to care for her patient and a willingness to take responsibility for her own learning. This notion is supported by McBrien (2007:133), who aver that both knowledge and patient care are enhanced by reflection.

However, in the categories outcome, experience, student reasoning and malfunctioning of equipment, theory was not integrated. Regarding the category outcome and the subcategory patient outcomes, the participant was unable to anticipate the outcomes of disconnecting a patient with no prognosis, from a ventilator as is evident from the following statement:

‘What is likely to happen? So, to my greatest surprise, within 5 minutes … I removed it; I disconnected the … the ventilator from the ET [endo tracheal] tube, put him on T-Piece with about 50% oxygen. The patient starts desaturating’ (Participant 6).

The following statement regarding the same incident in the category experience and the subcategory previous experience illustrates the importance of previous experience in enhancing theory–practice integration as demonstrated by the following statement:

‘But what I know, I have nursed a patient on a ventilator; then you wean, to put a patient on a T-piece so that he can breathe on his own for ten minutes’ (Participant 6).

Although the participant anticipated a positive outcome of her patient to breathe unassisted, deterioration in the breathing pattern occurred instead. It appeared that the participant used previous theoretical and practical knowledge of weaning an uncomplicated patient from a ventilator to understand the situation, but showed a lack of practical experience and knowledge to predict the outcome of this complicated situation. In this instance, injury to the respiratory centre of the brain would eventually result in inadequate breathing, which the student could not understand. This demonstrates the importance of learning from past experiences because reflection has the ability to enhance knowledge as described by McBrien (2007:133).

In the category student reasoning, the incident described focused on a patient suffering from a massive pulmonary embolus. In this category, theory was not integrated as illustrated by the following statement: ‘Moes massief van aard gewees het, want dit het onmiddellik, uhm … ek het ‘n afleiding gemaak, bilateraal die twee hoof brongusse ge-occlude …’ [Must have been massive, because it immediately uhm … I draw a conclusion, occluded the two main bronchii bilaterally …]. The participant used both theoretical knowledge and practical skill in this instance; however, the description was incorrect, because she should have indicated that the blood vessels supplying blood to the bronchi were occluded and not the bronchi themselves. If students were guided through reflection by a clinical expert, misconceptions or misinterpretations could be eliminated, and theory–practice integration would have enhanced. In this instance, the participant was provided with the correct information at the end of the interview. The value of guided reflection by a clinical expert was demonstrated, because incorrect conclusions could be corrected.

**Theme 3: Critical analysis of feelings**

This theme contains the affective component of the responses. Rich and Parker (1995:1052) emphasise the importance of analysing positive feelings and removing obstructive feelings to generate new knowledge and to move towards a changed perspective. Two categories – namely experience and expression of feelings – with their subcategories emerged in the theme critical analysis of feelings (Table 1). Theory–practice integration in the theme critical analysis of feelings was not explicit, but rather implicit. Overall, theory

**TABLE 2: Strategies used to enhance trustworthiness.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Strategies to ensure trustworthiness</th>
<th>Strategies used in this research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Truth value (credibility)</td>
<td>Prolonged engagement</td>
<td>• Prolonged accompaniment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accurate description</td>
<td>• Guided reflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Triangulation</td>
<td>• Accurate descriptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reflexivity</td>
<td>• Methodological and theoretical triangulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Member checking</td>
<td>• Literature control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interview technique</td>
<td>• Verbatim transcripts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Structural coherence</td>
<td>• Reframing questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authority of researcher and referral adequacy</td>
<td>• Integration of data in a logical manner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Familiarity with the critical care nursing field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transferability (applicability)</td>
<td>Representativeness</td>
<td>• All available participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dense description</td>
<td>• Expert checking and consensus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency (dependability)</td>
<td>Dense description</td>
<td>• Dense description of research method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Code-recoding</td>
<td>• Recoding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Triangulation</td>
<td>• Experts on qualitative subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutrality (confirmability)</td>
<td>Confirmability audit</td>
<td>• Audit by experts on qualitative research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reflexivity</td>
<td>• Reflective notes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

was not integrated in practice in this theme; for example, the element of trauma featured in the category experience. Most of the incidents the participants described were incidents where the participants were exposed to patients dying or where the patient had a near-death experience. One participant put it simply: ‘Then again it was a traumatic experience for me.’ Another participant said: ‘So, that for me it was really a traumatic experience.’ It appeared that the theory of death or a near-dying experience was familiar, but the feelings evoked by these incidents overwhelmed the participants. It is the authors’ opinion that the feelings experienced by the participants were normal. However, the repetitive description of trauma and of unresolved feelings could possibly be due to the fact that the participants had no opportunity to be debriefed. It is well-known that debriefing of traumatic incidents could relieve uncomfortable feelings (Williams, Dawson & Kristjanson 2008:88).

A welter of feelings emerged as evident from the subcategories, namely feelings of confusion and frustration, incompetence, loss, denial, anger, acceptance, guilt, feelings towards colleagues and feelings of discrepancy. Theory–practice integration did not occur in any of the categories and subcategories of the theme critical analysis of feelings; for example, in the subcategory feelings of incompetence. One participant described her feelings of incompetence as follows: ‘Because I – I can tell you, like cardio pulmonary resuscitation [CPR], I know it backwards, but come in that situation, it feels like I know nothing.’ Bond (2009:136) emphasises that stress and anxiety paralyse students’ ability to think creatively and apply complex thought processes, which will therefore impact on their competency level.

A participant described her feelings of confusion and frustration regarding the indecisiveness of doctors as follows: ‘Maar as die dokters begin twyfel oor wat hulle doen, dan begin jy ook twyfel as ’n verpleegkundige’ [But when the doctors started to be uncertain about what should be done, then you as a nurse also started to doubt]. It appeared that the student knew the theory of what should be done, but in practice she was confronted with powerful factors such as the views of doctors.

In the subcategory guilt, the following statement describes a participant’s feeling of guilt concerning the death of a patient: ‘Ek weet nie net nie hoe gaan ek van die skuldgevoelens ontslae raak nie, want die pasiënt is toe uiteindelik oorlede’ [I don’t know how I am going to get rid of these feelings of guilt, because the patient eventually died]. After guided reflection was facilitated, the participant explained her feelings as follows: ‘Ek dink dit is goed om terug te gaan deur hierdie metode en duidelikheid te kry oor wat jy kon gedoen het en of dit wel sou gehelp het en klaarheid in jouself te kry en nie aan te hou om jouself te vervyt nie’.

[‘I think it is good to reflect by making use of this method, and to get clarity on what you could have done and whether it would have helped. It assists one to get clarity and not to keep on blaming oneself’] (Participant 1).

Guided reflection in this context therefore appeared to be of value to resolve uncomfortable feelings when traumatic incidences occurred.

**Theme 4: Changed perspective experienced**

In this study the participants seemed to have experienced a changed perspective regarding several aspects. Mezirow’s theory of reflective thinking is based on the idea of a transformed perspective (Wang & King 2006). A changed or new perspective is described as an integrated, internalised knowledge network and value system (Van Vuuren & Botes 1999:33). By internalising knowledge, persons could gain a changed perspective on cognitive, psychomotor and affective skills. The categories that emerged from this theme were the following: view of the doctor or nurse action, outcome of action, participants’ view on theory–practice integration, knowledge, feelings, reporting and education (Table 1).

Theory seems to be integrated into practice in all the categories, except knowledge. In the category view of doctor- or nurse action and the subcategory agree or disagree, a participant agreed that the doctor’s intervention was appropriate as illustrated by the following:

‘But he has convinced that beyond, without a doubt. Even if this guy is not brain dead he had, you know, he had practically brain damage. You know, he showed me some of the, of his findings to see that he practically …’ (Participant 7).

This statement followed a situation where, the doctor requested the nurse to disconnect the ventilator, which resulted in the death of the patient. The participant became upset about the situation. The doctor convinced the participant via a practical demonstration of the medical diagnosis of irreversible brain damage. Towards the end of the guided reflective interview the participant acknowledged that the doctor had taken the correct decision, which resolved some questions and uncomfortable feelings regarding the incident. It could therefore be concluded that guided reflection assisted the participant in integrating theory with practice and that she has reached a different perspective on the incident.

In the category knowledge and the subcategory subject-specific knowledge, theory was not integrated with practice, as illustrated by the following statement:

‘How a pacemaker works … if something happens, what to … I can’t just glance at the monitor or glance at the patient and know which part of it is not working, and what to do in an emergency’ (Participant 3).

The participant realised that she lacked the appropriate knowledge to implement her practical skills, but indicated her desire to have the knowledge.

Regarding the category feelings and the subcategory positive feelings, participants experienced guided reflection positively as one participant stated: ‘On the whole, the experience of guided reflection was positive. It helped me to realise that I had already started to recognise certain weak spots.’ According to Teekman (2000:1133), the value of guided reflection is that
it brings about personal understanding and self-control and, therefore, self-empowerment. Guided reflection assisted the participants in understanding the source of their feelings, which led to clarity and empowerment to deal with the situation. Critical care nursing students in the research context could experience a changed perspective on nursing and nursing interventions if they understood the reasons for, or the factors that contributed to, their feelings. An understanding of the clinical situation, self-control, and self-empowerment could enhance theory–practice integration.

The participants suggested solutions to the problem of ineffective reporting during staff handover, as illustrated by the following statement in the category reporting, subcategory staff-related reporting: ‘Try to get give-over more fully. Um, if they ask questions, slow it down. Everybody’s so in a hurry to get away to get home.’ The participant realised the need to provide complete information regarding the patient to ensure good nursing care. The theory of proper reporting was transformed into practice.

Regarding the category education, the participants identified their own and the nursing staff’s lack of knowledge of pharmacological aspects (theory) recognition of side effects and management of complications in a patient (practice). They suggested possible solutions such as in-service training, orientation and the utilisation of mentors. Suggesting solutions to problems shows that students were able to evaluate the situations and suggest alternatives while developing a changed perspective on the problems they experienced.

It appeared as if guided reflection assisted the participants to get clarity about and to reach a positive outlook on challenging situations, which is illustrated by the following statement:

‘The therapeutic effect on me was that I could get rid of the negative feelings and questions of the specific scenarios in an anonymous confidential milieu, which had the value that I could show my true feelings’ (Participant 5).

Overall it appeared that the issues described by the participants in the beginning of the guided reflective interviews, assisted almost all of them to reach clarity in some areas. They could revisit and change their perspectives on the described incidents. The core issue is to learn from experience in such a way that cognitive and affective changes may develop (Boyd & Fayles 1983:100).

From the data it became evident that the participants had gone through a series of cognitive and affective processes. This resulted in a transformed understanding of theory and practice. Critical care nursing students also discovered that incidents in critical care nursing practice evoked a variety of feelings. Guided reflection offered the participants the opportunity to deal with complicated experiences, which resulted in a changed perspective on inter alia theory–practice integration. It follows that guided reflection could be used as a teaching and learning strategy to prepare student nurses to become competent in dealing with the challenges of nursing care in critical care units.

The findings also suggest that the themes that emerged in the course of this study seem to fit into the process of reflection as illustrated in the conceptual framework in Figure 1. This study demonstrates the complexity of theory–practice integration, as well as the inter-relatedness of these two concepts.

**Recommendations**

The following recommendations were made concerning nursing education, nursing management and further research. Hospital management, educators, clinical facilitators and trained critical care nurses should be aware of the positive impact of theory–practice integration on the quality of nursing care and the learning environment. They should become acquainted with teaching strategies such as guided reflection. By means of guided reflection, uncomfortable feelings and ethical dilemmas could be resolved and complex thought processes facilitated, which would have a positive impact on quality patient care.

This research could be replicated in other hospitals so as to compare the results. A larger study of this kind, involving the public as well as the private hospital sectors, could be done. A study to refine and simplify the framework of guided reflection used for this study could be carried out in order to make it less time-consuming to implement.

**Limitations of the study**

This study was conducted in only one private hospital, which means that the findings will have meaning for this specific context only. Due to time constraints, one guided reflective interview was done per participant. More of these sessions could have generated richer data and even a greater understanding of the value of guided reflection.

**Summary**

From the large amount of literature on the theory–practice gap (the inadequate theory–practice integration in student nurses) it is evident that this is a matter of concern (Maben et al. 2006:466). This phenomenon seems to be relevant to both basic as well as post basic nursing programmes. Although different solutions have been proposed to bridge this gap, it appears that there is no single answer to this problem.

It could be said that the stated objectives were met. The researcher facilitated guided reflection in second-year critical care nursing students and described how they experienced the integration of theory and practice when guided reflection was applied, which resulted in a transformed perspective on learning and clinical practice.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, it is recommended that guided reflection should be included as a teaching and learning strategy.
method to enhance theory-practice integration in nursing. All role players, such as nurse educators, professional nurses, mentors and preceptors, would benefit from an awareness of the value of guided reflection not only for patient care but for nurses’ self-development as well.
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